Introduction
 During the past 10 years, some workers in the hazardous materials consequence assessment modelling community have moved toward using "toxic load"-based models of acute inhalation toxicity  The toxic load is a generalized measure of inhalation exposure that depends on the time history of the exposure  This adoption of toxic load modelling has preceded a full understanding of its application to atmospheric dispersion modelling  Toxic load modelling has been experimentally validated only for steadyexposures -several models have been employed to account for fluctuating concentrations, but none have been validated  Most atmospheric dispersion models predict an ensemble-averaged plume that reduces the concentration fluctuations to which some toxic load models are sensitive  In this work we model individual realizations of a small-scale chemical artillery attack to compare different proposed toxic load models  A subsequent presentation deals with the prospects of using SCIPUFF probabilistic plume information in place of ensemble-averaged plumes
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Haber's Law and toxic load for steady exposures  Haber's Law says that the probability of casualty depends only on the dosage, D(r) = C(r) T, for steady concentrations C(r) over time T (at location r)
 For some toxic materials, the probability of casualty is better modeled by replacing the dosage with the "toxic load", TL(r) = [C(r)] n T  Unlike Haber's law, the ratio of concentration intensity to duration matters  n is an extra toxicity parameter called the toxic load exponent (n = 1 → Haber's Law)
 Toxic load/dosage are lognormally related to the probability of casualty: 
Several toxic load models have been proposed, but not experimentally validated, for the case of time-varying exposures
Comparison of different toxic load models using simulations of a realistic chemical attack  Question: How much do consequence estimates differ among these four proposed toxic load models?
 We used NCAR's VTHREAT simulation environment to produce four turbulent realizations of a small-scale chemical attack involving 18 artillery shells (152mm diameter) filled with Sarin nerve gas (n = 1.5) Toxic Load
Probability of lethality

Toxic load model hazard area estimates for Sarin
Ratio to ten Berge model hazard area as a function of toxic load threshold 8 of 12
Max. ratio of hazard areas between all models across 4 VTHREAT simulations = 4.46 (greater difference between models at higher toxic loads) 
Conclusions
 We investigated the differences between four proposed time-dependent toxic load models using casualty and hazard area estimates based on simulations of a realistic chemical attack  The differences between models were not large for an 18-shell Sarin artillery attack: up to a factor of ~1.5 in casualty estimates for a 5 s concentration averaging time  Differences were even smaller for longer averaging times  For a notional industrial chlorine release (ignoring dense gas effects), the differences among models were larger (up to a factor of ~2-6)  The peak concentration toxic load model gave the largest consequence estimates and the average concentration model gave the smallest  Consequence estimates can differ considerably among the models according to the choice of chemical and size of release (and to a lesser extent, the averaging time)
Ensemble-Average Plume Predictions
 Most AT&D models produce a "mean" plume that represents an ensemble average of many different turbulent realizations of individual plumes.
 By definition, these mean plumes smooth out concentration fluctuations in time and space
Individual Plume Realization One of twenty different realizations of a simulated plume release.
Temporally Averaged Ensemble Average Constructed from the limited ensemble average with a 60-second running window average
The VTHREAT simulations used in to create above plumes represent relatively stable atmospheric conditions.
Haber's Law and Toxic Load Models
 Most AT&D models calculate toxic effects as a function of only the total dosage of the exposure (Haber's Law).
 Haber's Law relationships are established empirically for dosages based on constant-concentration exposures:
 A (unproven) generalization of Haber's Law for time-dependent concentrations defines dosage as:
 Haber's Law implies that, assuming the same total dosage, both high-concentration short-duration exposures and low-concentration long-duration exposures result in the same toxic effect.
 Early experiments showed that Haber's Law does not hold for some chemicals.
 The toxic effects of these chemicals are better described when the dosage is replaced by a generalized "Toxic Load"  For n > 1, high-concentration short-duration exposures will produce a stronger toxic effect than low-concentration long-duration exposures.
